In the early days of TikiWiki, we used a bunch of modules (last_modified_wiki_pages, last_articles, Last this, Last that, etc.) to show recent changes to visitors. We ended up with many modules and it was cluttered.

All this became a lot better once the "Since your last visit" module came around to adding all the features. As a bonus, it checks permissions and shows the information since the user's last login. Very sweet.
Now, I am hoping to get to the same result for the many edit/input boxes.

In version 3.0, the quick_edit module checks (with Ajax) for names of existing wiki pages to edit. This avoids duplication. Great stuff. Wikipedia does something similar when you are searching for a page name.

I almost always have the search box on.

However, I also add "search page name" because the general search engine may not return the page I am looking for as the search result.

Here is an idea:

A new module which combines three modules:
search_wiki_page
search_new
quick_edit

See top right of http://moinmo.in/ for an example.

The action buttons are grayed out until text is entered in the text box. -> Very nice

Button should be WYSIWYCA

See top-right search box at:
http://www.ohloh.net/projects/tikiwiki
http://www.wikicreole.org/

Alternatively, we could combine search page name and search text, and in the search results, we would first show pages names, and then, search text. This involves more work, but could be better for the end user UI.

I think the existing layout for the search top right in TW is fundamentally good. A text box, then a drop-down then a button. Why because the drop down is more future proof than any of the layouts from the other sites you reference.

If we make the contents of the drop down easy to customise or at the very least document how to add to it. For example the CRM function could add items to the drop down for "Contacts" and "Accounts", webmail could add "Mail Messages" and so on.

I do agree the wikipage create/edit module should be included in the top right search function.

I think this is an example of where considering the future openness of the solution would be very important - MatWho
or src.
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Koichi 24 Jul 07 07:30 GMT-0000

Really, would be cool to search Titles and Contents apart...
Where can I take part?

Marc Laporte 13 Aug 07 09:30 GMT-0000

Hi Koichi!

No work was done on this. You can be the leader. Just start from another module and create a new one.

Please share your progress here until you add to CVS. We could even add to 1.9.8 if it's ready in time.

Thanks!

M ;-)
But you have a point title-description is important as well...

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item480-New-module-search-page-name-search-text-edit-page